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See the Video Introduction: https://link.mnsu.edu/85g 2
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Prototyping Project Management Life Cycle (PMLC)
The Prototyping PMLC loops through brief planning, 
development, delivery, and feedback stages as often as 
necessary until the solution is “finished” – which is simply a 
decision to discontinue development, for whatever reason.
Wysocki, R. K. (2009). Effective project management: Traditional, agile, extreme. Indianapolis, IN: Wiley                     
Publishing, Inc.
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Sample result for AUTHOR Query
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JCA Production Line & Development Goals
1. Data Processing – Preparing the data and creating the StandardTitle
i. MySQL
ii. MS Excel
iii. Open Refine (tested)
2. Data Matching & Validation
i. MS Excel
ii. MS Access
3. Report Production
i. MS Excel
ii. Tableau
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1. Data Processing – Preparing the data and creating the StandardTitle
i. Python, Jupyter Notebook
ii. MS Excel
2. Data Matching & Validation
i. MS Excel
ii. MS Access
3. Report Production
i. MS Excel
ii. Python, Jupyter Notebook
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Data Category Current Version
CiteScore (from Scopus) 2015-2017
Click-Throughs (Alma) Development Only
Cost Data (from vendor journal lists + Alma) 2020
Demand Data (majors & hours) Development Only
ER Holdings (Alma) Run 1/21/2020
Faculty citations and publications (from Cross Ref) Prototype Only
Interlibrary Loans (Aleph) 2017
Interlibrary Loans (Alma & OCLC) Development Only
JR1 (article downloads in a year) 2018 (back to 2013)
JR2 (article turnaways) 2018 (back to 2013)
JR5 (article downloads in a year per publication year) 2018
Local Data (comments) Prototype Only
Print Ser Browses and Loans (Alma) 2019
Print Ser Holdings (Alma) 2019
Scimago (from Scopus) 2018
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1. Liaison Journal Collection Analysis (LJCA) Report
• Supports Collection Outreach and Collection Evaluation
• One report for each department or program (ideally)
2. Scimago Master Blaster (SciMB) Report
• Supports Collection Outreach, Evaluation, and Assessment
• Matches the “universe” of journals to our collection
• Allows us to analyze collection strengths and gaps from a high-level vantage
• Allows us to ‘slice’ the data at the subject level, and retain an overall context
3. Collection Review (CR) Report
• Supports Collection Assessment
• Matches all journal and journal package subscriptions to all relevant data
• Allows us to see which subscriptions are actionable
4. Package Level Analysis Report (PLAR)
• Supports Collection Assessment
• Rolls up data from the CR Report, and adds extra package level variables
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See recorded demonstration of SciMB
This slide is a placeholder for a 
‘live’ demonstration of the SciMB
report data, version AY2020, Fall.
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Power of 
Visualizations
• Journal Collection 
Evaluation and 
Support
• Data Driven 
Decisions
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MS Excel 
Visualizations
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Hover
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Why we have rejected Tableau
•Not sharable
•Boutique Approach
•Not Scalable
(for the most part)
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New Approach Needed
+ 21 Core Visualizations 
+ Powerful, Dynamic Features
+ Automation
= Python & Jupyter Notebook
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LJCA
Journal Collection 
Analysis database 
application (JCA db)
Produces a variety of reports Liaison Journal Collection Analysis (LJCA) report.
130+ Data variables
21 Visualizations
Finished Reports
More than 70 subject area 
and report has to be 
developed for each subject 
area.
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Design a prototype
Replace a previous version of manually implemented data 
visualizations
Jupyter Notebook is a web-based interactive computational 
environment.
The "Jupyter Implementation"(JI)
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Benefit
The JI automates the production of data visualizations.
The JI enables reproducible results.
The JI functions as a teaching tool.
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Some Jupyter Notebook Codes
Packages and Modules Importing Excel File
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Discussion
JI could create the initial 21 visualizations successfully.
Able to export all the visualizations and tables into an Excel file.
JI will eventually be shared with librarians across the country.
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Report Accomplish three goals:
Automation
Reproducibility
User Education
Development of Additional Reports.
Finding some other powerful python libraries to create visualizations.
Guiding collection decisions for next calendar year.
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Jupyter Notebook Demonstration
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Pixiedust
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Bringing it 
Back Together
•Portable AND Sharable
•Impact of automation
•Potential for further 
automation
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data.xlsx
Visualization demonstration
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